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Why Use Social Media Monitoring Tools? 
It’s a simple premise: one dashboard to monitor and engage for brand and agency social media accounts. Throw in 
additional features like message scheduling, social CRM and monitoring for multiple brands and the benefits are 
obvious. 
 
And social media monitoring tools aren’t just for consumer-facing companies. According to lonelybrand’s State of the 
Agency Report 2011, 69% of advertising and public relations agency executives believe the right digital tools can help fill 
their sales funnel with qualified leads. 
 

Are Agencies Using Social Media Monitoring Tools? 
Matching their expressed confidence in digital, the majority of advertising and public relations agencies currently use 
social media monitoring tools. Agency executives also expressed cost as a concern – 21% of agency marketing pros 
indicated the cost/benefit of digital monitoring and lead generation tools is questionable. 
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Methodology  
lonelybrand set out to evaluate the most commonly used professional social media monitoring tools. Over 300 senior 
level agency respondents selected social media monitoring platform usage from a list of providers. 
 
lonelybrand then evaluated the 5 most popular social media monitoring services based on responses for eight desirable 
features.  
 

 Supported Platforms 
How well does the tool support commonly used social media platforms including Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, 
Four and Google+? 

 
 Collaborat ion Features 

Can multiple team members collaborate on a group of accounts intuitively and without sharing login credentials? 
 

 Customer Support 
Are humans available to assist users with questions, concerns or other issues? 

 
 Spam Fi l ters 

Does the social media monitoring platform provide a way to reliably block spam from cluttering dashboards and 
reports? 

 
 Mobile Ready 

How well does the application travel? Can brand managers continue performing their duties on the road? 
 

 Report Usabi l i ty 
Do reports communicate relevant metrics in a format that is easily digestible by both visual and quantitative 
types? 

 
 Search 

Can users quickly and reliably find and parse relevant social conversations? 
 

 Mult ip le Brands 
Does the product scale to support multiple clients and brands with relative ease? 
 

 Price 
How much does the service cost and what, if any, levels of service are offered? 

 

What About Engagement? 
lonelybrand reviewed social media monitoring tools for their ability to perform the front end functions of facilitating 
information exchange, collaboration and reporting. As engagement is a more subjective topic it is difficult to determine 
which solution offers a superior feature set. We assume that with the proper human support engagement may be 
facilitated equally well amongst all five social media monitoring tools. 
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Radian6 

Website: www.radian6.com 
Twitter:  @radian6 
 
Supported Platforms 
Radian6 functionality centers around monitoring the web, Twitter and Facebook. Recently acquired by Salesforce.com 
the tool making moves to integrate with other digital efforts including email marketing. 
 
Col laborat ion Features 
Teams are divided by topics and collaboration is fairly well supported.  
 
Customer Support 
Radian6 offers 24/5 support and users are assigned an account executive to help succeed in social media. They also 
offer free training.  
 
Spam Fi l ters 
Radian6 offers manual spam filters. Their website explains, “we have a source filter system where the user can enter in 
sources that they feel are not relevant to their search, and this will eliminate unwanted sources.” 
 
Mobi le Ready 
Radian6 offers a mobile application supported on  
 
Report Usabi l i ty 
Users can receive reports via email or download them in a PCSV format every day at the same time.  
 
Search 
Topic profiles are customizable based on a set of keywords that the user determines.  
 
Mult ip le Brands 
Radian6 Engagement Console helps manage many customers at once.  
 
Special Features 
Radian6 integrates with Salesforce.com CRM tools. 
 
 
Pric ing 
Radian6’s pricing model is based around topical monitoring. More topics (or search terms) increase overall product cost. 

 $600/month for 1 topic profile 
 $1800/month for 4 topic profiles 
 $4100/month for 10 topic profiles 
 $10,000/month for 20 topic profiles 
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Sprout Social 
Website: www.sproutsocial.com 
Twitter:  @sproutsocial 
 
Supported Platforms 
Sprout searches Facebook, Twitter, blogs, RSS feeds and the public-facing web. Sprout Social also supports 
geolocation networks Foursquare and Gowalla and provides limited integration with Google Analytics. 
 
Collaborat ion Features 
Administrators can add users (for $19 or $29 per month per additional user) and assign them to specific account 
groups. 
 
Customer Support 
Sprout offers live chat and call-in support during business hours, but CEO Justyn Howard is known for answering 
questions afterhours.  
 
Spam Fi l ters 
Sprout software allows users to mark certain messages or people as spam, but provides little to counteract spam before 
viewers see it.  
 
Mobile Ready 
Sprout Social provides access at all subscription levels to an iOS app that provides basic monitoring and engagement 
features. 
 
Report Usabi l i ty 
Sprout Social generates readable reports containing relevant data. Customization is somewhat limited. 
 
Search 
Users can search for keywords or phrases, but there is not a Boolean search option.  
 
Mult ip le Brands 
Support for multiple brands with groups that help organize social media profiles into relevant categories. 
 
Pr ic ing 
Sprout Social charges monthly fees and restricts users by social profiles. For example, two Twitter accounts would 
qualify as two profiles. One login is generated upon signup and sessions are monitored – in other words two people 
cannot be logged in with the same ID at the same time. Extra logins may be purchased at price points relative to 
subscription level. 

 Pro: manage up to 10 profiles for $9/month + $19/month per additional user 
 Small Biz: manage up to 20 profiles for $39/month + $29/month per additional user 
 Deluxe: manage up to 40 profiles for $59/month + $29/month per additional user 
 Premium: manage up to $899/month +$29/month per additional user 
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Sysomos 
Website: www.sysomos.com 
Twitter:  @sysomos 
 
Supported Platforms 
The Sysomos platform covers Twitter, YouTube, Facebook and the public-facing web. 
 
Collaborat ion Features 
Sysomos provides several collaboration tools including shared analysis workspaces for research, as well as workflow 
management tracking, alerting and approvals on engagement.  
 
Customer Support 
Sysomos provides a Techinical Account Manager to assist each of its clients. They also provide general phone and 
email support from 4am – 8pm EST.  
 
Spam Fi l ters 
Sysomos uses a proprietary four-step spam-filtering process that keeps unwanted material out. Of all the data that is 
collected by Sysomos, around 40% is discarded as spam.  
 
Mobile Ready 
No.  
 
Report Usabi l i ty 
Reports are customizable and generally readable. 
 
Search 
Users can create their own queries either from free form or using Sysomos’ Boolean query constructor.  
 
Mult ip le Brands 
Yes. 
 
Pric ing 
Sysomos solutions start at $500 per month. Pricing is customized to each user and unconfirmed reports typical 
solutions for multiple brands start at $1000 per month. 
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Brandwatch 
Website: www.brandwatch.com 
Twitter:  @brandwatch 
 
Supported Platforms 
Brandwatch supports Twitter, Facebook, MySpace and the public-facing web. 
 
Collaborat ion Features 
Brandwatch has workflow features that allow different users to be allocated individual tasks. The “rules” feature means 
that incoming data can be automatically assigned to users or projects as they arrive. Alerts can be set up so that data is 
sent to certain inboxes, including multiple users for one alert, and even people without access to the app can receive 
alerts. Brandwatch also offers an unlimited number of users.  
 
Customer Support 
Brandwatch offices are open during normal business hours, but they do not offer overnight phone support service. 
Training documents are available within the app. Clients are assigned account managers and access to technical 
support staff. 
 
Spam Fi l ters 
Pattern matching removes spam before it is displayed on the service dashboard. 
 
Mobile Ready 
No. 
 
Report Usabi l i ty 
Reports are customizable and generally readable. Excel or CSV format. 
 
Search 
Supports advanced query definition syntax.  
 
Mult ip le Brands 
Brandwatch offers a “rate card” which caters for all your clients and their social media monitoring projects.  
 
Pric ing 
Brandwatch uses mentions and search terms to determine cost. Fair pricing hinges on the monitoring service’s ability to 
correctly filter spam. 

 Pro: 10,000 mentions/month and unlimited queries for $600/month 
 Enterprise: Unlimited mentions and 15 queries for $2500/month 
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Nielsen BuzzMetrics Exchange 
Website: http://nielsen.com/us/en/measurement/online-measurement.html 
Twitter:  @nmincite 
 
Supported Platforms 
BuzzMetrics functionality centers around monitoring the public-facing web, Twitter and Facebook. YouTube integration 
is also supported. 
 
Collaborat ion Features 
Nielsen BuzzMetrics has workflow and tagging capabilities enabling large teams to collaborate and route messages to 
subject matter experts and shared customizable reports.  
  
Customer Support 
Centralized customer support is available Monday through Friday from 9am – 5pm EST, and local in-market support is 
also provided during the workday in locations outside of the US.  
 
Spam Fi l ters 
Prioritizes conversations based on criteria such as sentiment, language, category or number of followers.  
 
Mobile Ready 
No. 
 
Report Usabi l i ty 
See analysis via customizable widgets, saved reports, email alerts and exported documents.  
 
Search 
Basic query functionality to discover new information. 
 
Mult ip le Brands 
Support for multiple brands and social accounts. 
 
Pric ing 
Pricing is customized based on number of users, brands and social accounts required. 
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Gaps In Coverage 
Social media monitoring tools have evolved into robust and highly usable tools. lonelybrand found several key areas for 
improvement and growth in 2012 among the most popular social media monitoring tools. 
 
Simi lar Offer ings 
Because social media monitoring tools crunch data from social media platforms algorithms dictate what a user sees, 
how quickly they see it and how relevant that data is to marketing efforts. In other words, social media monitoring 
platforms are niche market search engines. The most popular social media monitoring tools provide comparable 
offerings, pulling social data and distributing it to the end user in a digestible format. Opportunities to create more robust 
and intelligent algorithms abound, including better enabling brands to enter a real time conversation and address 
prospective customer needs – especially those that are not using branded keywords or search terms familiar to 
marketing experts. 
 
Google+ Not Supported* 
The recent buzz surrounding Google+ is not without merit. The search giant has made a commitment to developing a 
robust social network and tying that network to other popular products like Gmail, Gchat and Google Docs. The most 
popular social media monitoring and engagement tools have not incorporated functionality for Google+. This is a key 
area to watch for brands planning on a Google+ initiative in 2012. 
  
B2B Features Lacking** 
As a publicly traded company and a major social network LinkedIn is critical for B2B marketers. Poor integration among 
the five most popular social media monitoring platforms means less efficiency. Watch for one or more social media 
monitoring firms to incorporate functions designed to integrate more tightly with B2B social networks and CRM systems. 
 
Minimal Mobi le Funct ional i ty*** 
Only two of the five social media monitoring tools reviewed in this white paper are mobile ready. And although Sprout 
Social and Radian6 have implemented iOS applications much progress must be made before these applications provide 
functionality for tablets and non-Apple devices. Watch closely for one or more of the most popular tools to enable full 
social media management via mobile devices in 2012, enabling brand managers and agencies to be more efficient from 
the road. 
 
Rel iance on the Cloud 
Investing in a social media monitoring and engagement platform means reliance on others to keep data safe. A number 
of variables may affect access to data, security and stability – few of which are under end users’ control. Without 
customer ownership of data or localized backup offerings campaigns or client information is at risk. Watch for one or 
more of the most popular platforms covered in this report to directly address backup, security and ownership in 2012. 
 
 
 
 
[Updated] 

*  Both Brandwatch and Sysomos’ MAP tool currently allow users to search and analyze key terms in Google+.  
 
** Lack of coverage for LinkedIn is due to LinkedIn’s rules and regulations, and lack of API. Brandwatch and Sysomos offer partial     
    LinkedIn coverage.  
 
*** While not all tools offer a mobile application, they are all accessible via mobile browsing.  
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Second Hand Data 
Social media monitoring products represent areas of lost revenue for technology companies that own or operate social 
networks. Google’s recent introduction of social sharing tracking in its popular Analytics platform is a salvo across the 
bow of social media monitoring companies. Marketers should expect the lines to blur between companies that own data 
and those that siphon from it as Facebook, Google and others rush to integrate better and more meaningful analytics 
and pay-for-play features aimed at marketing professionals. As competition increases the value of third party social 
media monitoring platforms may be called into question. 
 

Our Picks 
The intent of this white paper is to assist in selection of the most cost effective social media monitoring tool for 
companies of all shapes and sizes.  
 
Our recommendations are based on expert ise in the digita l  space and experience monitor ing socia l 
media channels for agencies and brands of a l l  shapes and sizes. 
 
Smal l  to Medium Advert is ing and Publ ic Relat ions Agencies: Sprout Social  
A fair price combined with efficient handling for multiple brands means efficiency under pressure. Tight cost control is 
achieved with a scalable system that isn’t intimidating. Reports are client-ready, though not particularly insightful for 
number crunching sessions. 
 
Smal l  to Medium Consumer-Facing Brands: Sprout Social 
A low cost and high standard of customer support means big value for businesses that want to attract and retain 
consumers. The ability to schedule messages reliably and integration with many social media services including 
Foursquare and Gowalla may be particularly useful for brick and mortar businesses. 
 
Large Advert is ing and Publ ic Relat ions Agencies: Radian6 
If your agency is managing many brands in a high-velocity environment including stakeholders at all levels Radian6 
workflow and reporting system delivers enough to keep left and right brainers happy. There may be some issues 
distilling reams of data into a report that works for the C-suite. Mobility is a nice option but only for basic tasks. 
 
Large Consumer-Facing Brands: Radian6 
Radian6 works for larger organizations or agencies serving many clients. The payment structure, which focuses on 
charging for topics of interest, does not lend itself to low cost information gathering and discovery and is most likely out 
of reach of small to mid-sized firms. Collaboration features work well with many support personnel but may be unwieldy 
for smaller companies. 
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